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Abstract
Scientific Challenge ⇒ Development and investigation of an intelligent signal processing (SP)
perspective for collaborative remote sensing (RS) and distributed sensor network (SN) data
acquisition, intelligent processing and information fusion for the purposes of high-resolution RS
imaging, search, discovery, discrimination, mapping and problem-oriented analysis of spatially
distributed physical remote sensing signature (RSS) fields.
Objectives ⇒ Enhancement of RS capabilities based on information-theoretic approach to a
general problem of unique RS image and related RSS recovery based on two novel developed
paradigms: ⇒
(1) DEDR [descriptive experiment design (DED) - regularization (R)] strategy and
(2) FBR
[fused Bayesian (FB) - maximum entropy regularization (R)] method.
• Predominant challenge ⇒ to solve the RS-SN imaging and RSS recovery inverse problems in the
context of uncertain remote sensing environment:
• Model-level uncertainties ⇒ are associated with unknown statistics of perturbations of the
random signals in turbulent environment.
• System-level uncertainties ⇒ are attributed to the imperfect multisensor array calibration, finite
dimensionality of recorded measurements, uncontrolled antenna vibrations and random carrier
trajectory deviations in the case of SAR.
Methodology ⇒ Aggregated DEDR and FBR approach for reconstructive RS imaging and RSS
recovery based on incorporating into the minimum risk nonparametric spectral estimation strategy
the experiment design-motivated constraints of RSS identifiability and uncertain data-agreement
model coupled with the worst-case statistical performance optimization-adopted regularization.
Neural Network-Based Implementation ⇒ Development and simulation study of a new
maximum entropy neural network (MENN) computational paradigm for efficient numerical
implementation of a variety of DEDR and FBR-related descriptive and statistical robust
regularization techniques for solving different fused/aggregated high-resolution multisensor
environmental RS imaging and RSS recovery problems.
Simulation Tools ⇒ Specialized end-user-oriented software (Virtual RS Laboratory) for
extensive simulation studies and verifications of diverse RS image formation, reconstructive
processing and post-processing techniques with interactive access and processing control abilities.
Perspective ⇒ Next Generation Sensor Concepts ⇒ Development of robust adaptive
knowledge-based collaborative RS-SN strategies, SP algorithms design structures and simulation
software for different search and discovery problems with intelligent fusion of information
provided by the mobile high-resolution multisensor array radar/SAR system and the local
distributed SN in the uncertain RS operational scenarios.
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